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Last Tuesday, on my way to the Annual Meeting of the City Council at the Guildhall – 
‘Mayor Making’ for short – I walked past a bus stop poster telling me that Rage 2 was being 
released the very same day.   No doubt early purchasers were already at home playing their 
new computer game; a ‘first person shooter’ in which you play one of the last remaining 
Rangers, an almost extinct symbol of virtue and citizenship in an otherwise lawless, 
impoverished society rife with bandits, mutants and ne’er-do-wells.    
 

Such apocalyptic visions of the future are a common feature of popular culture, and 
presumably say something about both our fears and our fantasies.  We worry that the 
world is going to pot, but are also convinced that we are on the side of virtue and the 
problem is other people.   And as for rage – well, there seems to be a lot of it about; we 
are sometimes described as living in an ‘age of anger’.   
 

On the Tuesday evening I was privileged to attend the Lord’s Mayor dinner, and at one 
point a conversation with a local councillor turned to his perspective on party political 
differences, which was that they were but different routes to the same goal.  But we then 
went on to agree that increasingly there is no consensus on what that goal is, especially in 
relation to national issues.  In today’s Britain there is no agreement on what kind of country 
we want.   Indeed we now find ourselves in a situation where opposing groups see the 
other’s stated goal as the worst possible outcome.   
 

Now if I had the solution to this, I guess I should be in politics rather than the church.   The 
business of working for a better world, however, is something I do have an interest in.   
The Christian faith, after all, takes its bearings from the future it believes God is preparing 
for us: we name this future the kingdom or reign of God.   ‘The Apocalypse’ is the name of 
the very last book in the Bible, also known as ‘The Revelation to John’.   These two names 
are not as different as they sound, because ‘apocalypse’ means ‘uncovering’ or ‘unveiling’: 
something new is being revealed.   And in this case the future vision is rather different from 
the dystopia of Rage 2: it is of a ‘new heaven and a new earth’ in which God is fully present 
to his peoples, wiping every tear from their eyes, for ‘mourning and crying and pain will be 
no more’.   
 
If this seems wholly unlikely to you, that is understandable enough, given the nature of 
much of human life now, anger and all.  One of functions of the church, however, is to 
show that the kingdom of God is not unthinkable or unimaginable.   And one of the ways it 
seeks to show this is by living out the possibilities of community; of communities shaped by 
the kind of life lived and taught by Jesus.  So, for example, in today’s Gospel reading we 
learn that ‘whoever wishes to become great among you must be your servant’.  Service, 
and self-sacrifice, are what it is all about, not sitting on thrones and lording it over others.  
Of course the church often gets it badly wrong – in our reading it is two of Jesus’ closest 
followers who are seeking status and power for themselves – but that is why each of our 
acts of worship includes an act of penitence and confession, and ultimately the life of the 
church is not determined by the frailty of its members, but by the mercy and grace of God.  
Heaven’s light is our guide, to quote the Portsmouth city motto, and the reign of God is 
our goal.  



 
I rather hesitate to mention, given the political experience and expertise present here this 
morning, that these reflections have led me to a few thoughts about the nature of 
democracy and the democratic process.   I plead your charity in allowing me a minute or 
two on this subject, in the light of what I’ve been saying so far.   
 

So, democracy: a system for running a society based on popular consent rather than 
inherited status or divine right.   The implication of this, presumably, is that every single 
person’s view and interest, without exception, is worth taking into account.   So the 
principle on which democracy rests also affirms the right of minority groups, as well as the 
need to regularly retest popular consent through the holding of elections.   In a democracy 
there can be no way of running society that is set in concrete, and beyond challenge.   Our 
freedom to carry on debating and arguing is legally protected.   The coercion and forcible 
silencing that dictatorships go in for, have no place here. 
 

So where does this leave us when then there is no overwhelming consensus?   When there 
is no agreement about what our goal should be?   And the people who disagree with us are 
not going to go away any time soon?   There is only one answer to that question, as far I 
can see: we are committed to argument, debate and negotiation.  An angry shouting down 
of opposing views is profoundly undemocratic.   
 

I imagine that most of you are with me so far.  But there is one more crucial step, I think, 
that democracy requires.   A step that involves the imagination as well as argument.   Can 
we imagine a way forward for our society that would be manageable both for us, and for 
those who do not share our priorities and goals?  Can we imagine what is sometimes called 
a ‘common good’ that delivers something for every single member of a society, even if it 
doesn’t exactly correspond to the first choices of any one group?  A shared human project 
in which no-one is overlooked or marginalized?   
 

I would love to see Christian and other faith communities contributing to this difficult but 
democratic project, because they know something about imagination, and about building 
community, and about living in the light of a future that is apocalyptic not in the sense of 
Rage 2, but of the kingdom or reign of God.  And because they value what our civic leaders 
are trying to do in serving their communities in all kinds of practical ways, as they engage in 
the argument and negotiation at the heart of our democracy.   
 

One of the consequences of the devastating fire in Notre Dame just before Easter has been 
renewed discussion about the role of faith in apparently secular societies.   The widespread 
outpouring of emotion by people who never go to church said something about the deep 
significance of our cathedrals and churches; what these buildings mean to us, and express 
for us.   It all reminded me of a thought provoking book entitled The Cube and the Cathedral 
– Europe, America and Politics Without God by an American public intellectual and theologian 
called George Weigel. By the ‘Cube’ he means an extraordinary modernist building in Paris, 
shaped like a cuboid arch, raised as a monument to humanitarian ideals, and by the 
‘Cathedral’ he means the magnificence of Notre Dame.  His central question was this: 
which culture is better placed to protect human rights and democracy – the culture that 
built the geometrically precise, gleaming cube in La Defense, or the culture that produced 
Notre Dame and other great cathedrals? 



 
George Weigel’s conclusion is that you cannot build a humane, democratic and free society 
on the foundations of what is represented by the Cube: secular humanism, with its 
scepticism about truth, and relativism in ethics.  This humanism, he argues, is in denial about 
its religious roots, for there is nothing obvious or natural about the notion of human rights, 
and about the idea on which democracy is based: that every individual counts, and is of 
equal value.  
 

In the cultures of ancient Rome and Greece, for example, the moral worth of a person had 
been judged largely by social status; by membership of a successful family and city state; and 
by power over others; making others serve you was the measure of moral worth, not 
service to others (which, if anything, was seen more as a weakness than a virtue).  This way 
of thinking was overturned by the social and theological revolution represented by the 
Cathedral; a revolution was based on the Christian idea that the fundamental nature of God 
is not about power, but about service.   
  
In the Roman world, an Emperor like Vespasian wanted to become a god to gain more 
status and power.  His reign began in the year 69, when the Gospel of Mark was a radical 
new work, written about ten years previously.   It contained Jesus’ teaching that ‘whoever 
wishes to become great among you must be your servant’.  Vespasian was being told that a 
genuine God is actually a servant by nature: that’s where real greatness lies.  And this is 
message for all of us, not simply emperors, for if even God finds His greatness in service, 
not status, how much more should we all do the same.  
 

For we are not called to be the Rangers of Rage 2, supposedly virtuous figures who show 
their virtue by wiping out bandits and mutants.  Rather we are called to be people who 
acknowledge our frailties, but also celebrate our gifts: especially the gifts of imagination, 
hope, compassion, community building, self-sacrifice and service of others.  Guided by 
heaven’s light, we are called to work for a future in which every single person has a voice 
and a value.   
 

And so I pray, to reuse words from a prayer earlier in this service, that ‘God will guide the 
councillors and people of this city of Portsmouth, that we may seek in all our purposes to 
enrich our common life’.  I pray this knowing that in a democracy nothing is set in stone for 
ever, and that the process of seeking a common good delivering something for everyone is 
never complete, and that we will back in a year’s time for another city service.  Until then, 
in the closing words of our first reading, it is time for all of us to, ‘Be strong, and act.’   
AMEN     


